JL: Lewis wrote many books that we know of. Off the top of your head how many did he write, as it were, for the popular market and how many specifically academic?

WH: I think about a third of them are for the academic market, works such as “The Preface to Paradise Lost”, an experiment in criticism. Many are marvellous works of literary criticism and literary history. But most his works have turned out to be for the popular market, like *Mere Christianity*, *The Problem of Pain*, *The Screwtape Letters*. And then there are those works which are certainly Christian, which are stories, like the Narnia stories. Probably these are the most popular stories of his, of all of his works.

JL: Unusually so!

WH: And certainly some of the most profound. But I always encourage Christians who only know Lewis’ Christian writings to read his literary criticism because they would benefit from that too. What I would like for them to have is the world-view, which I think was expressed so well by Owen Barfield when he said that “What Lewis believed about everything was secretly present in anything that he said” and to get all that, what he believes about everything, includes literature too.

JL: Absolutely.

---
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WH: So not just Christianity, but they will learn something about Christianity through his other writings, because they all together make up that world-view of C.S. Lewis the Inklings admired here, I think particularly Tolkien. It’s often thought that they drifted apart when they got older, I don’t think that at all! In the ten years that I knew Tolkien he nearly always was talking about Lewis, how much he missed him and how much he admired him. I think this was important too. When I was editing some of Lewis’ letters, Lewis mentioned to his best friend Arthur Greaves the fact that Tolkien was coming to his Magdalen College rooms in 1929 to read together the things that they were writing, but particularly these evening in were spent in Magdalen with Tolkien reading from his Middle Earth writings. So I asked Professor Tolkien "Were you really actually reading then, part of The Lord of the Rings?". He said "Oh No, no! This was The Silmarillion at that time." He said "You see I wasn’t interested in stories. I didn’t want to write stories. What I was interested in are the appendices to The Lord of the Rings, genealogies, languages, things like that"! But you know what a boy Jack Lewis was, he had to have a story! And that story, The Lord of the Rings, was written to keep him quiet!

JL: I like it, yes! What about the Inklings as a whole when they, as it were, convened at whichever the pub it was at the time? What did they actually do; was it largely a social event, was it an intellectual event? What did they do?

WH: They talked about whatever anybody had to bring up, they did and sometimes they brought things that they were writing, but generally, it was just talk because it wasn’t always easy with writings present and beer mats and all that.

Lewis was very good at bringing other people out, so they talked about many things. I remember that John Tolkien, the eldest son of Professor Tolkien, told me that he took his father to see C.S. Lewis near the end of his life up at “The Kilns”. And I said "Do you remember what they talked about?" Because I thought it might have been that Inklings-type of talk. He said, "I do remember it very well, they talked about? Mallory’s ‘Mort d’Arthur’, and whether trees ever die!" And I thought God, only Lewis and Tolkien would discuss whether trees ever, actually, die! Are they immortal? But what a wonderful thing to talk about. But I think this is the sort of thing that they would have talked about in the Inkling meetings.

JL: How often did they meet?

WH: They met every week, every Tuesday from the time that Lewis and Tolkien, in the 30’s. But then when Lewis went to Cambridge, he had to go back on a Monday afternoon by the train, so they changed the meetings, the pub meetings, from Tuesday to Monday.
JL: Finally is there anything that you would like to tell the conference in Romania?

WH: I would tell the conference, don’t be content with just one or two favourite books of Lewis! I find it hard to believe, with all of this work out there, of Lewis’ work, at least 40 books available to them, and they might be content with just “Mere Christianity”? Enjoy that by all means, and keep reading it, but read his other books as well! Read the Narnia stories, read Screwtape Letters, read please read the great science fiction novels, the Trilogy, beginning with Out of the Silent Planet, and Perelandra, That Hideous Strength. I mean, I would be ashamed of them if these people said they were content with just one or two of Lewis’ books, because to have that world-view of Lewis’ you really need to read more! And they might like to know that Lewis hasn’t quit writing yet because he’s got coming out from Cambridge University Press a new book called Image and Imagination, which contains all of his book reviews, which have never been collected and published before. And this will be some completely new writings of his, and I hope that they will read that book.

JL: Good! Thanks very much for your comments; I’ve enjoyed them enormously and I’m sure that others will as well!

WH: I wish I could get to know all the people at the conference, you know. I’m sure they have many interesting things to say about Lewis, which would probably top anything that I’ve said!

JL: A lot of them will be pretty new to him, they have excitement in store!

WH: Well, they have so much excitement, they have whole life time of reading ahead of them!

JL: Good, thank you very much!

WH: My pleasure!
The American who more than anyone else brought C.S. Lewis to the world has passed away at the age of 89. Near the end of his life, C. S. Lewis, although well-known as a Christian author and apologist, wondered whether his books would continue to find an audience.

“What happens after a man dies is that his books stop selling,” he told his secretary, Walter Hooper, in the summer of 1963.

“You don’t have to worry,” Hooper assured Lewis. “What is it about an American secretary who tells me I don’t need to worry?”
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